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From the President’s desk: Kathy Bacca had to decline presenting on May 16 due
to a medical issue. We wish her all the best. Our program committee was able to
get John Bruno on the 16th and he will give the presentation that was snowed out
last month. Bring your laptops for this great class on ”replacing backgrounds”.
Now that many of you are outdoors photographing remember to protect yourself
from ticks and lyme disease. Yes even in Queens. Long sleeves and pants and
a spray containing deets should do the trick.
Mother’s Day is this month. Many photo opportunities await. For those who are
fortunate enough to still have their mother think about a portrait that the family can
enjoy forever.
“photoJoe” Crupi.

2ND - Competition#9 (windows & or doors) Judge: TBA
16TH –7:17 “My Trip to Israel” Sheila Golden
7:30 “Changing Backgrounds in PS” John Bruno — bring
your laptop with photoshop loaded.

30TH— 7:15 “Creative Collage” Helen Repstad
-7:30 “What Judges Say”—Helen Repstad

We are a 501C3 org.

Meetings: 7:30 pm, 1st, 3rd, 5th
Wednesdays at Flushing
Hospital, conference room on
5th Fl., 45 Ave & Burling St.,
Flushing. Park on street or in lot
across the street on Burling
St..FREE but Parking ticket
must be validated by the
Camera Club. Call to confirm
meeting date.
Dues: $40.00 for individuals
$60.00 per family;$20.00 for

6th- Competition— “Best of the Best”
20th–Our Annual Awards Dinner and Show -Marbella Restaurant see pg 9,
Note that this year there will be no meetings July and August. Watch your email for field trips.

The Flushing Camera Club (FCC) does not endorse the content on any third-party website. FCC is not responsible for the content or result of any dealings with thirdparties. Your use of third-parties or their websites is at your own risk and subject to the terms and conditions of use for such websites.
Copyright © 2017 Flushing Camera Club, All Rights Reserved. Any unauthorized use of images contained in this website is strictly prohibited.
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Andy Silver kicked off the night with a
most detailed explanation of the
differences between shooting in RAW
mode as opposed to JPEG mode. Using
charts Andy was able to show the pluses
and minuses of both formats. The
audience left with a better understanding
why they might select one or the other.

Conrad Tinney showed us how much he
enjoyed his photo tour of Cuba. While
projecting his monochromatic slide show of the
many places he visited as well as the people
he met, Conrad told us of the many good
encounters he had in that country. He could
not say enough about the friendly folks around
the country and in particular those in whose
homes he stayed during his visit.

Suzanne Abruzzo was also passionate
about her trip to Cuba. Her digital slide
show and upbeat musical accompaniment
held our attention. The images of people
places and old cars gave insight into the
most vivid colors associated with that
country. Suzzane also informed us of the
friendliness of the people she met. One
understood her enthusiasm as she talked
about wanting to return and explore the
country further.

One of our long time active members, Michael Sender, is still undergoing treatments. He was just transferred to Margaret

Tietz Center for Nursing Care at 164-11 Chapin Pkwy in Jamaica, NY. He is keeping a positive attitude.. A phone
call, a visit and a prayer are all in order. His phone there is 718-480-2018.
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B GROUP
Conrad Tinney
Sharon Jackson
Tony Sicilliano
Sandy Nunez
Norman Eng
Sheila Golden
Bill McLernon
Joe Macaluso
A GROUP
Anne Hickey
Ken Whitehead
Louise Destefano
Bernie Gellman
Roy Woelfel
Uris McKay
Matsuyama Tsunemasa
Richard DeDalto
Archie Reyes
Georgina Eng
Compiled by Helen Repstad
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SALON GROUP
Joe Crupi
Andrew Silver
Ramero Agredo
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Sherre Lin
Dennis Golin
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Tom Mrwik
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William Lopez
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Russell Burden
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The PFLI 2018 Spring Spectacular by Lucy Pearce
This year’s Spring Spectacular was a smash hit. As expected the speakers were really great and
informative. Matt Hill and Chris Nicholson noted for their lectures on Photographing National Parks
started the event with " Night Photography " . This is a subject I am most interested in pursuing and I
learned much from them.
The next presentation was Jack Reznicki one of "Canon's Explores Of Light “ with '' Creative Perception ''
which was also very inspiring and educational.
It was a fun day all around. We met and spoke to members from other clubs, And of coarse there were
plenty of raffles to buy this could be very exciting especially if you are a lucky winner like I was.
Let me encourage you to attend next year's Spring Spectacular. I didn't want to go by my self so Uris
offered to go with me and we had a great time. Everyone left inspired to continue expanding their
photography endeavors.
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A= Jesus the horn player, Anne Hickey

B=Tackoff, Sharon Jackson

C= Parrot Fish, Tony Coppeta

S= Tern fight, Bernard Huang
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Save the Date
June 20.2018

FCC Annual Awards Dinner – Remember the date & Invite family
and friends to our 47th Annual Awards Dinner. We need a
minimum of 30 attendees.
Date: Wednesday, June 20, 2018 6:30pm – 10:30pm
Location: Marbella Restaurant, 220-33 Northern Blvd., Bayside
(close to Cross island Expressway).
Reservation: $40.00 per person - Joe Caruso will collect check and
entrée reservation.

Entrees: Chicken Parmigiana, Rigatoni A La Vodka, Chicken Francese, Broiled Atlantic Salmon, Baked Stuffed Fish
Fillet, Potato, Veggie, Cheese Display, Coffee, Tea, Soda, Cake. Cash Bar available
Speaker: Committee is working to identify a wonderful program presenter.
Raffles: To add to the fun of the evening
Dinner Committee members: Joe Caruso, Richard DeDalto, Dorothy Gist, Anne Hickey, and Michael Sender

See Page 9 for reservation form

Question: If I use Lightroom Classic and
Photoshop Elements as my primary editor
would you suggest foregoing Lightroom as
DAM [digital asset management] and using
Photoshop Elements for both DAM and
editor?
Tim's Answer: First and foremost, if you're not using Lightroom to manage your photos, then in
my opinion you should not be using Lightroom at all. Image management is what I consider to
be the core feature of Lightroom, and the foundation of a Lightroom-based workflow.
So really the question here is whether I would recommend using the Elements Organizer versus Lightroom for
image management tasks.
I personally prefer a workflow that revolves around Lightroom rather than Photoshop Elements, in large part
because Lightroom is a single application that provides features for organizing, optimizing, and sharing
photos all in one place. With Photoshop Elements you organizer with the Organizer, perform most of your
optimization work with the Editor, and share with a combination of the Organizer and Editor (depending on
how you're sharing your images).
In some respects the Elements Organizer is more streamlined and simple than Lightroom, but I'm not sure
that automatically translates into a solution that is easier to learn and understand. Both the Elements
Organizer and Lightroom use a catalog to manage your photos, and both offer many of the same general
features.
I consider Lightroom to be a more robust application, capable of meeting the needs of a wider range of
photographers. Therefore, in general I would recommend Lightroom as the preferred tool for image
management. You could then use the Photoshop Elements Editor as needed to perform additional
optimization work beyond what is possible in Lightroom.
Of course, one of the challenges with this issue is that these two products are offered with very different
licensing models, and many photographers are unhappy with that situation. Lightroom is now only available
on a subscription plan, while Photoshop Elements is still available with a perpetual license. In other words, if
you're not interested in a subscription approach to software, then you're probably better off using Photoshop
Elements (both the Organizer and the Editor) rather than Lightroom.
Needless to say this is a bit of a complicated issue to contend with, and here I'm only addressing two of the
possible software applications you might consider in your workflow! But I hope these thoughts are helpful for
photographers trying to weigh their options for image management software.

Have a question?:-email me directly at tim@timgrey.com
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Better Understand Your Flash: PART 1
Default and Compensation
If you want to bring your photography to the next level, take charge of the light. If I
had control over any one aspect of every picture making session, it would be the
light. After all, It’s All About The Light. Controlling the light for large subjects,
sprawling landscapes, or cityscapes is not feasible. But for smaller subjects, there
is a way to impact the outcome. I strongly recommend the use of flash to add fill,
backlight, a halo, or rim effect. What once used to be intimidating is now easy to
use. While many still shy away from flash, I hope this mini Tip of the Week
encourages you to dive into the world of flash photography.
Flash - default: The first step to bring your flash photography to the next level is to
load it with batteries and slide it into the hot shoe of your camera. Turn it on and
you’re ready to go. Most beginners start off using it to add light where it doesn’t
exist - mostly indoors at night. The flash illuminates the closest subjects. Those
that are farther away receive less light. Those that are too far away, receive little, if
any, light. The background goes dark and the foreground lit subjects take on a
bright intensity. While it’s great to use the default setting and be able to make
photos where light doesn’t exist, the light that’s created isn’t the most flattering or
appealing. If this is where you currently are with flash, read on to see how to
advance to a higher level.
Compensation: On the back of the flash, there’s a setting that controls the
output of light. It’s there is to add or subtract the amount of light from the flash
relative to what the AUTO setting thinks is proper. On a sunny day at noon,
go outside with a friend and have him or her wear a baseball cap. There will
be a strong shadow across the face of the person created by the brim of the
hat. Here’s a connection to the Default text explained above. In that dark
room, there was little light. Under the brim of the hat in the shadow area of the
face, there is little light. The flash added light in the dark room. The flash on
your camera will add light to the shadow area of the face! Make a flash photo
of the person wearing the hat. Light was just added to the dark area revealing
eyes, a nose and mouth. If TOO MUCH light appears on the face, use the
Compensation setting on the back of the flash. Dial down the power toward
the MINUS side. Compensation is controlled by a PLUS or MINUS button. If
not enough light is added, dial in PLUS compensation to tell the flash to ADD
more light. Experiment with each setting and subject until you achieve the
look you want. You just mastered flash exposure compensation!!!!!!

To learn more about this subject, join me on one of my photo tours or safaris.

Russ Burden

www.takegreatpictures.com
Please visit www.russburdenphotography.com to get more information.
FACEBOOK:https://www.facebook.com/pages/Russ-Burden-Photography/138323855629?ref_type=bookmark

One doesn’t stop seeing. One doesn’t stop framing. It doesn’t turn off and turn on. It’s on all the time.
– Annie Leibovitz
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Found on the internet and submitted by Tony Siciliano

10 TOP PHOTOGRAPHY COMPOSITION RULES
There are no fixed rules in photography, but there are guidelines which can often help you to enhance the impact of your photos.

It may sound clichéd, but the only rule in photography is that there are no rules. However, there are are number of established composition guidelines which
can be applied in almost any situation, to enhance the impact of a scene.
xxxx These guidelines will help you take more compelling photographs,
lending them a natural balance, drawing attention to the important parts of the scene, or leading the viewer's eye through the image. xxx Once you are
familiar with these composition tips, you'll be surprised at just how universal most of them are. You'll spot them everywhere, and you'll find it easy to see why
some photos "work" while others feel like simple snapshots.
RULE OF THIRDS
Imagine that your image is divided into 9 equal segments by 2 vertical and 2 horizontal lines.
The rule of thirds says that you should position the most important elements in your scene
along these lines, or at the points where they intersect.
Doing so will add balance and interest to your photo. Some cameras even offer an option to
superimpose a rule of thirds grid over the LCD screen, making it even easier to use.
Notice how the building and horizon are aligned along rule-of-thirds lines.

BALANCING ELEMENTS
Placing your main subject off-centre, as with the rule of
thirds, creates a more interesting photo, but it can
leave a void in the scene which can make it feel empty.
You should balance the "weight" of your subject by
including another object of lesser importance to fill the
space.

Here, the visual "weight" of the road sign is balanced by
the building on the other side of the shot.

LEADING LINES
When we look at a photo our eye is naturally drawn along lines. By thinking about how you place lines in your
composition, you can affect the way we view the image, pulling us into the picture, towards the subject, or on a journey
"through" the scene. There are many different types of line - straight, diagonal, curvy, zigzag, radial etc - and each can
be used to enhance our photo's composition.

The road in this photo draws your eye through the scene.

SYMMETRY AND PATTERNS
We are surrounded by symmetry and patterns, both natural and manmade., They can make for very eye-catching compositions, particularly
in situations where they are not expected. Another great way to use
them is to break the symmetry or pattern in some way, introducing
tension and a focal point to the scene.
The symmetry of this chapel is broken by the bucket in the bottom right corner.

VIEWPOINT
Before photographing your subject, take time to think about where you will shoot it from. Our viewpoint has a
massive impact on the composition of our photo, and as a result it can greatly affect the message that the shot
conveys. Rather than just shooting from eye level, consider photographing from high above, down at ground level,
from the side, from the back, from a long way away, from very close up, and so on.

The unusual viewpoint chosen here creates an intriguing and slightly abstract photo

Continued next page...

.
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10 TOP PHOTOGRAPHY COMPOSITION RULES continued from previous page...
BACKGROUND
How many times have you taken what you thought would be a great shot, only to find that
the final image lacks impact because the subject blends into a busy background? The
human eye is excellent at distinguishing between different elements in a scene, whereas a
camera has a tendency to flatten the foreground and background, and this can often ruin
an otherwise great photo. Thankfully this problem is usually easy to overcome at the time
of shooting - look around for a plain and unobtrusive background and compose your shot
so that it doesn't distract or detract from the subject.
The plain background in this composition ensures nothing distracts from the subject.

DEPTH
Because photography is a two-dimensional medium, we have to choose our composition carefully to conveys
the sense of depth that was present in the actual scene. You can create depth in a photo by including objects in
the foreground, middle ground and background. Another useful composition technique is overlapping, where
you deliberately partially obscure one object with another. The human eye naturally recognises these layers and
mentally separates them out, creating an image with more depth.

Emphasise your scene's depth by including interesting subjects at varying distances from the camera.

FRAMING
The world is full of objects which make perfect natural frames, such as trees, archways and
holes. By placing these around the edge of the composition you help to isolate the main
subject from the outside world. The result is a more focused image which draws your eye
naturally to the main point of interest.
Here, the surrounding hills form a natural frame, and the piece of wood provides a focal point.

CROPPING
Often a photo will lack impact because the main subject is so small it becomes lost among the clutter of
its surroundings. By cropping tight around the subject you eliminate the background "noise", ensuring the
subject gets the viewer's undivided attention.
Cut out all unnecessary details to keep keep the viewer's attention focused on the subject.

EXPERIMENTATION
With the dawn of the digital age in photography we no longer have to worry about film processing costs
or running out of shots. As a result, experimenting with our photos' composition has become a real
possibility; we can fire off tons of shots and delete the unwanted ones later at absolutely no extra cost.
Take advantage of this fact and experiment with your composition - you never know whether an idea
will work until you try it.

Digital photography allows us to experiment with different compositions until we find the perfect one.

Composition in photography is far from a science, and as a result all of the "rules" above should be taken with a pinch of
salt. If they don't work in your scene, ignore them; if you find a great composition that contradicts them, then go ahead and
shoot it anyway. But they can often prove to be spot on, and are worth at least considering whenever you are out and
about with your camera.
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Flushing Camera Club
47th Annual Awards Dinner
Wednesday, June 20, 2018
6:30pm – 10:30pm

You’re Invited … with Family and Friends
Marbella Restaurant, 220-33 Northern Blvd., Bayside, NY, 718-423-0100 (Queens side of Cross
Island Pkwy)
(Marbella Restaurant is in Best Western Hotel. For Hotel parking lot, take 220 Place, turn right into building; take elevator
down to lobby. The Adria Hotel (across 221 St.) is related to Best Western: their parking lot is available. Take 221 St, make right
into parking lot, cross street to Marbella).

Entrée Choices: Chicken Parmigiana, Rigatoni A La Vodka, Broiled Atlantic Salmon, Baked Stuffed Fish
Fillet, Chicken Francese, Potato, Veggie. Cheese Display, Cake, Coffee/Tea, Soda. Cash Bar.

Awards Will Be Presented For: Photographers of the Year and Images of the Year
Raffles: Please donate new/ gently used photography items for the Raffle. Give donations to Richard DeDalto.
Program: Yvonne Berger - “A Different Point of View”
Macro and abstract photography that explores our world from a different view
Yvonne is a professional commercial photographer and instructor

Reservation $40.00 Per Person
Please attend … and invite family and friends to join us as we celebrate our 47 years.

Dinner Committee: Dorothy Gist, Chair (917-868-6811); Joe Caruso, Treasurer

(917-940-8321); Richard

DeDalto, Anne Hickey, Michael Sender
Reservation Form - Clip Here ———————————————————————————————————

Complete a separate form for each guest. Attach $40.00 check made payable to Flushing Camera Club for
each reservation and give to Joe Caruso. Reservation deadline: 6/6/18.
Name:
___________________________________________________
Telephone______________________
E-Mail:___________________________________________________
Guest
Of___________________________
(CIRCLE)1 Entrée: Chicken Parmigiana ____ Rigatoni A La Vodka ————

Broiled Atlantic Salmon ______
Baked Stuffed Fish Fillet _____ Chicken Francese _____

